
The objective is to make the Lynch-Welch 
algorithm of Ch10 withstand any number of 
transient faults and and at the same time up 
to f Byzantine faults.

Dwelling into the proofs

Ch 13 – Proofs: Self-Stabilizing Lynch-Welch
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Beats and Feedbacks
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Breakout room:

Discussing how  one should tackle 
the proof.



We fall back on the original LW protocol and proofs. 
To use it we need to make sure that following holds:

1) No more resets (disturbing LW loop)
2) All correct start with an assumed skew (S)
3) Messages sent by correct nodes in a given round should be received 

by all correct nodes after they start the current round and before 
they compute Δ

4) T is large enough to accommodate the adjustments for the next 
iteration

To use the LW proofs we assume:
𝛿 = u + (1-𝝑)d + (𝝑2+ 𝝑-2)S
7-6 𝝑2 > 0
T:=(𝝑2 + 𝝑 +1 ) S + 𝝑d + R--

Initial requirements on round execution



We assume the following holds, we later show that we can obtain that.

Assumed Inequalities

+(3𝝑 +4)S(M)+ 𝞼h 
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Beats: For all t>0; correct nodes generate hv,i s.t. for each i
maxv,w∈Vg{| hv,i - hw,i |} ≤ 𝞼h 

Lemma 13.3

Assume for now that the next beat is far enough not to disrupt
the first loop of LW.

By the remarks on the "green window" – each produces a pulse
in this window – proving 1. 

All correct nodes invoke beats within 𝞼h of each other. 
The inequalities imply that they invoke the pulses within S 
- proving 2.



Beats: For all t>0; correct nodes generate hv,i s.t. for each i
maxv,w∈Vg{| hv,i - hw,i |} ≤ 𝞼h 

Lemma 13.3

The 3rd is immediate from the protocol.
The 4th follows from the fact that following a pulse nodes 
wait for S before sending the single message of Alg 16. 
The bound on R- ensures that all previous messages in transit
should have arrived before we produce the pulse. 



Let h= minv∈Vg{ hv,1 } and h'= minv∈Vg{ hv,2 } 
Let H be the infimum of time at which any v∈Vg performs a reset past pv,1 

Claim: maxv∈Vg{ pv,2 } < H

Proof: By definition, H > h'.
Moreover, H ≥ h+B2 since no correct send any NEXT signal before that

Thus, H ≥ h + 𝞼h + R+ + T + 3S
This implies that LW behaves correctly with skew S with period T. The 
choice of T and 𝛿 imply that the current loop is not interrupted. 
Thus, maxv∈Vg{ pv,2 } ≤ minv∈Vg{ pv,1 } + Pmax
≤ h+ 𝞼h + R+ + T + 3S < H

No recent reset



Beats: For all t>0; correct nodes generate hv,i s.t. for each i
maxv,w∈Vg{| hv,i - hw,i |} ≤ 𝞼h 

Corollary 13.4

The proof follows the arguments and proofs of Ch10.

+ R--



Lemma 13.5

Let h= minv∈Vg{ hv,1 } h'= minv∈Vg{ hv,2 } p= minv∈Vg{pv,M }.
H be the infimum of time at which any v∈Vg performs a reset

The meta algorithm implies that no v∈Vg triggers NEXT before
min{pv,M+S(M), H} (proving the right part). 
It also implies that all trigger NEXT past h+B2 (Inequalities)
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Lemma 13.5

Let h= minv∈Vg{ hv,1 } h'= minv∈Vg{ hv,2 } p= minv∈Vg{pv,M }.
H be the infimum of time at which any v∈Vg performs a reset

LW implies maxv∈Vg{pv,M } ≤ p+ S(M) < h'
Since NEXT delayed by 𝝑S(M)  
maxv∈Vg{hv,2 } ≤ p+ (1+ 𝝑)S(M) + 𝞼h  

This proves the claim, provided that there will not be any reset 



Lemma 13.5

By LW: Pmax-Pmin=(𝝑 +4)S(M).  We added to R+ extra 2𝝑S(M) + 𝞼h
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Theorem 13.6


